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Solution Topology 1. Client PC:
a) The supervisor could manage the devices such as 

Cameras, Switches and etc. via the client PC.
b) It can allow the supervisor to monitor the live view of 

the lift lobbies via the display.

2. POE Switch / 4G Modem:
a) Switch is the connection hub of all the component in 

the system.
b) A POE switch could connect the camera via CAT6 cable 

and feed power in the meantime.
c) 4G Modem also can be used to connect multiple 

cameras to the server center to avoid indoor cabling in 
an established building.

3. DSS Pro Server / BI Platform:
a) It can analysis the people counting & queuing data 

and provide the BI report.
b) It can retrieve live data of lifts from third-party remote 

monitoring system.

4. AI Fisheye Camera:
a) Fisheye type camera could capture a 360° view which 

the most suitable for a lobby scenario.
b) The camera is able to capture the live view of the 

waiting people in the lift lobby.
c) The AI algorithm could perform the people counting, 

queue management and heat map functions.



Dewarping Mode
☆ 360° live view of the lobby
☆ 1 Fish-eye = 8 conventional camera

Multiple Dewarping Mode: 
O: Original 
P: Panorama
R: Region
1O; 1R; 1P+3R; 2P; 2R; 1O+2R; 4R;
1O+3R; 1O+4R; 1P+6R; 1O+8R

Fisheye Monitoring without Blind Spots



Support Various Installation Mode: 
Ceiling, Wall, Ground 

Fisheye Monitoring without Blind Spots



Multi-region People Counting

☆ AI technology
☆ Support Max. 4 dividend regions 
monitoring 
☆ Accurate regional traffic data collection 
and alarm triggering
☆Max. 100 people counting in one lobby

People Counting

People Counting Analysis 



Smart Queuing Management

☆ AI technology
☆ Support Max. 4 dividend regions 
monitoring 
☆ Accurate waiting time monitoring of 
each individual and number of waiting 
people
☆ Period report with waiting people 
number and average waiting time

Smart Queuing Management



Dashboard
Understand which floor has the most 
waiting people and how long they have 
been waiting, analysis and display all those 
data in the dashboard.

Multiple Lobby Counting Dashboard


